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Abstract

A range of legal regimes from employment law to corporate and securities law foresees a reduction or elimination of "enterprise liability" for organizations that can demonstrate the existence of "effective" internal compliance structures. The pervasiveness of corporate conduct codes and internal compliance programs, while reflecting the importance ascribed to these codes and programs by different jurisdictions, also raises questions regarding the extent to which companies are willing to take measures to encourage compliance with the law and nip corporate misconduct in the bud before courts and agencies detect such errant behavior. With a compliance industry that has developed over the past decade at an insurmountable pace, the previously defined borders of criminal law, employment law, and antitrust law are hazier and their relationship more intertwined. This article aims to lay out the interaction between these fields of law by particularly examining whistleblowing and elements of setting up effective compliance programs.

A range of legal regimes, from environmental law to tort law, from employment law to corporate and securities law, foresees a reduction or elimination of "enterprise liability" for organizations that can demonstrate the existence of "effective" internal compliance structures.
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structures. With competent and committed management teams, internal compliance structures “may play a central role in the organization’s preventive approach to organizational misconduct, depending on the size and structure of the specific organization.”1 The pervasiveness of corporate conduct codes and internal compliance programs (collectively, internal compliance structures) reflect the importance ascribed to these codes and programs by different jurisdictions, while raising questions regarding the extent companies are willing to take measures to encourage compliance with the law before courts and agencies detect such errant behavior.

With a compliance industry that has developed over the past decade at an insurmountable pace, the previously defined borders of criminal law, employment law, and antitrust law are hazier and the relationships more intertwined. Internal corporate compliance structures are dispersed across a multitude of jurisdictions and regulated under various laws, either in the local criminal legislation, local labor laws, antitrust/competition laws, or even separate bodies of corporate governance laws. Corporate compliance questions raised across three fields of law—criminal law, employment law, and antitrust law—may challenge parties from both sides of the dais; enterprises may be placed in the good or bad category depending on whether they have an effective compliance program, designed to ostensibly detect violations. Courts and agencies, on the other hand, must embrace the task of interpreting whether criminal liability hinges on the effectiveness of a compliance program or whether companies will be required to meet prescriptive standards rather than specific industry needs. The latter need arises from courts and agencies having limited expertise, time, budget, and imperfect guidance on what will serve as compliance with law.2

Bearing in mind existing incentives to implement internal compliance structures, this article examines compliance programs and the interaction between criminal law, employment law, and antitrust law in resolving corporate compliance questions by examining whistleblowing and elements of setting up effective compliance programs. Section I follows a segmented approach to whistleblowing, which forms a central topic of this article for its vital role in detecting and preventing corporate misconduct. Canvassing international law and domestic law perspectives, this section discusses implications of divergence between the United States and European Union for assessing whistleblowing practices. Section II concludes by outlining the elements of an effective compliance program and the different standards established by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the U.S. Federal Sentencing Guidelines (USSG)3 for interpreting the effectiveness attribute.

I. Whistleblowing

The existence of a whistleblowing policy within an organization can influence an employee's legal status in several ways. First, the inevitable question concerning the extent employees have a duty to follow the compliance program arises: do they have an actual legal duty to blow the whistle in the prescribed cases? Furthermore, questions arise regarding the legality of data storage during investigation. As external companies are often involved in compliance (especially whistleblowing) policies, issues may emerge following the transfer of data relating to misconduct (and personal data of whistleblowers). Protecting an employee's rights is a relevant concern after an employee has blown the whistle. As whistleblowers experience retaliation, more often than not, the protection of employees against such negative consequences is considered crucial for effective compliance programs.

This section mainly addresses the legal consequences of whistleblowing policies, starting with a brief introduction to this topic. The facilitation of internal whistleblowing is increasingly recognized as a valuable policy in both the public and private sector, and several guidelines created by international and national organizations serve as models for the construction of whistleblowing policy.\(^5\)

Whistleblowing is generally regarded as a form of corporate dissent.\(^6\) An area of controversy amongst scholars over the definition of this concept is whether the definition of whistleblowing should be limited to external (i.e. public) whistleblowing (i.e. directly alarming the media without flagging the matter internally within the company).\(^7\) For the purpose of this article, in indicating reasons for employees (not) to act further to observed misducts, the definition will not be limited to external (i.e. public) whistleblowing.

To create an internal framework, an organization's management decides on significant areas of consideration including the following: who can blow the whistle (can ex-employees benefit from this policy?); issues and misducts covered by whistleblowing; who would be the addressee to receive such concerns; how these concerns would be raised (by using "hotlines"?\(^8\)); whether to facilitate confidential and anonymous reporting; whether to address the means of protection of whistleblowers; what system to use for recording and tracking complaints; whether whistleblowing is an employee right or a duty; dealing with malicious reporting; how whistleblowers are rewarded; what would the method of providing advice to whistleblowers be; determining and outlining the roles and responsi-
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bilities of individuals during investigation; and operating, monitoring, and reviewing the whistleblowing policy, as well as training employees to effectively handle complaints.\textsuperscript{9}

\section{Whistleblowing Component to Corporate Compliance}

One of the most important elements of a corporate compliance program is a policy encouraging transparency and honesty through the disclosure of anticompetitive activities. The whistleblowing component of a corporate compliance program is essential to promote appropriate corporate actions at different levels in the corporate structure. Establishing effective whistleblowing programs is subject to varying definitions, requirements, protections, and enforcement.

Whistleblowing, as a means of reporting, inter alia, corruption, fraudulent behavior, and/or misconduct, is challenging to define and, therefore, there is "no generally accepted definition."\textsuperscript{10} It is difficult to provide a broad and accurate definition of corruption because it cuts across moral values and social or cultural norms; therefore, international conventions tend to provide specific actions that are deemed as constituting corruption by signatories.\textsuperscript{11} This, in turn, affects the contours within which whistleblowing is understood and contextualized.

Whistleblowing intends to promote transparency in corporations through advancing the truth and encouraging individuals to report violations. Regardless of the noble intention behind whistleblowing, there remain barriers to effective whistleblowing.\textsuperscript{12} Some of these barriers include employees lacking awareness of whistleblowing mechanisms, lacking trust in the company to combat corruption, feeling guilty for the effect of disclosures on employees and shareholders, fearing retaliatory effects from disclosure, and cultural constraints that indicate a negative perception of whistleblowers.\textsuperscript{13}

An effective whistleblowing mechanism provides legal remedies for retaliatory actions, rewards whistleblowers, and provides processes that encourage disclosure of suspected illegal actions.\textsuperscript{14} These protective mechanisms could include protection from job termination or transfer, preference to requests for work transfer, confidentiality, legal immunity (including protection from defamation lawsuits), penalties to those who retaliate against the whistleblower (such as imprisonment or disciplinary action), and police protection for a whistleblower and his/her family.\textsuperscript{15}
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B. INTERNATIONAL LAW PERSPECTIVES

This section addresses the rise of international and regional agreements on corporate governance; it specifically addresses compliance programs and whistleblowing practices, which are simultaneously based on and influencing domestic whistleblowing laws. It provides a summary of relevant agreements and their impact on domestic criminal and employment law.

The increase of international business transactions and corporate interactions recognize the necessity of global compliance programs. Most national laws on corruption, however, are inadequate to deal with cross-border corruption issues.16

Whistleblowing is an important component of successful corporate compliance programs recognized by international efforts to promote global support. Increasing international business transactions and corporate interactions necessitate a rise in global compliance initiatives, which have an effect on national criminal laws, employment laws, and antitrust laws.17 International standards established to promote competition require integration with international standards for compliance, indicating an overlap between compliance and antitrust law.18 Additionally, most national laws on corruption are inadequate to deal with cross-border corruption issues.19 International anti-corruption agreements also attempt to address these cross-border corruption issues by providing an adequate standard that all nations can support. International efforts to produce corporate compliance frameworks include whistleblowing as an important component of successful programs.

International agreements bridge gaps between divergent national laws to create a synthesized approach to handling corruption across multiple jurisdictions. International agreements that address whistleblowing at a global level include the United Nations Convention on Corruption,20 the OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business Transactions,21 and the International Chamber of Commerce Guidelines on Whistleblowing.22 There are also regional agreements that include provisions on whistleblowers within a specific geographic area. The European Council has produced both the Civil Law Convention on Corruption23 and the Criminal Law Convention on Corruption.24

17. Id. at 53, 79.
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International and regional anti-corruption conventions interact with national criminal laws, employment laws, and antitrust laws. In Europe, national laws and regional rules provide two levels for managing whistleblowing programs.

The international agreements on whistleblowing, however, create only a broad framework to ensure that signatory states agree to the general principles of whistleblowing while allowing flexibility in the implementation. An international perspective on whistleblowing poses certain challenges to implementation and investigation. Individual nations, while agreeing with the overall scheme of international agreements, continue to implement whistleblowing laws through national, social, and cultural-based legal frameworks.

The United States does not have significant data protection legislation in place. There are several specific laws covering particular business sectors and self-regulations in other sectors. European data protection law is significantly more comprehensive. As the E.U. Member State countries began adopting varying data protection regulations, the cross-border information flow was restricted. This encouraged the European Union to adopt a Directive for Member States to incorporate into their national laws. Directive 95/46 EC on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data establishes when the processing of personal data is lawful and acceptable. The main requirements for such processing are (i) transparency, (ii) serving a legitimate purpose, and (iii) proportionality.

In response to developments in France, where the French data protection agency published guidelines on the lawfulness of anonymous whistleblowing policies (CNIL Guidelines), the European Article 29 Working Party (Working Party) issued an opinion on "the application of EU data protection rules to internal whistleblowing schemes in the fields of accounting, internal accounting controls, auditing matters, fight against bribery, banking and financial crime." Following this opinion, the main points of considerations for whistleblowing mechanisms are: "fair and lawful processing," "legitimate purpose," "relevance," "accuracy," "retention," "security," and "data transfer." While this opinion is not legally binding and is limited in scope, it is, however, the main document expressing collective European policy.

As indicated above, the American and European standards on whistleblowing policies and data protection standards are not coherent. These differences have significant conse-
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quences for companies involved in international business. Additionally, American companies operating in Europe face difficulties in their effort to comply with both the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) and the European data protection laws.

1. General Whistleblowing Policies

International and regional anti-corruption conventions heavily influence national criminal laws, which in turn influence the development of national antitrust law and employment law. International whistleblowing creates a broad framework for domestic laws to work within, which shapes the domestic approach to corporate compliance laws, through employment and criminal law. In Europe, there remain two levels for managing whistleblowing programs—national laws and regional rules that derive from the European Council and European Union.

In providing an international perspective on whistleblowing policies, certain issues can be challenging—particularly, data protection and whistleblower protection under nationally enforced practices. Furthermore, individual nations, while agreeing with the overall scheme of international agreements, continue to implement whistleblowing laws through national, social, and cultural-based legal frameworks.

2. Company Implementation of Whistleblowing and Data Protection and Privacy Matters

Data protection includes important components of employment law and criminal law; international conventions have, therefore, applied a very broad framework that allows nations to determine data protection requirements independently.

An example of an American law that requires publicly traded companies to incorporate a whistleblowing mechanism is SOX, which demonstrates what international covenants do for data protection components of whistleblower laws. Section 301(4) of this Act can be explored in detail. Notwithstanding these provisions, fears that subsequent government or third-party access to information produced by internal compliance structures may inadvertently deter the implementation of such structures, which are better addressed through privilege rules.
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Attorney-client privilege can be invoked to shield corporate audits from discovery and disclosure; these are "rules mandating that any information produced through internal policing measures will not be used against the organization, provided that the organization cooperates with any government investigation."\(^{39}\)

Internal investigations, with the principal objective of "find[ing] the facts and remedy[ing] the problems, including blunting public speculation of the degree and extent of wrongdoing,"\(^{40}\) can be intrusive. Data protection law has a significant influence on the action undertaken by the investigating party, which directly affects the legal position of employees involved in internal investigations.

European data protection law requires companies to comply with several principles while collecting, retaining, and processing information. These principles are "fair and lawful processing," "legitimate purpose," "relevance," "accuracy," "security," and principles relating to data transfers.\(^{41}\)

The law serves to strike a balance between the effective investigation and the right of the employee while promoting transparency. Ideally, employees should be notified before the investigation enters the actual data collection phase.\(^{42}\)

During data collection, the investigator must ensure that the data processing is "legitimate" under local laws.\(^{43}\) A distinction is made regarding whether the data is merely personal data or whether it is "sensitive" personal data.\(^{44}\) "Sensitive" data provides strong evidence and relates to the commission of an offense.\(^{45}\) This difference enhances the legitimacy of processing such information. For example, personal data can be legitimized by indicating the required compliance with money-laundering regulations, while "sensitive" data can be legitimate for funding a legal claim.\(^{46}\) If data qualifies as "sensitive," the rules are stricter for legitimate processing.\(^{47}\)

Employees are also protected by the requirement of collecting personal data up to a proportionate extent.\(^{48}\) The proportionality is tested by the aim of the investigation (is it an alleged criminal offense, or does it concern an internal policy?), compared to the intrusiveness of such action (is the information highly personal, or is it publicly available?).\(^{49}\) Following the conclusion of an investigation, personal data may only be retained as necessary.\(^{50}\) This necessity depends on the nature of the information found and the extent it is useful for legitimate purposes.\(^{51}\) If the material is used for a legal process, the personal data may be retained during the process and for some time after completion.\(^{52}\)
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European data protection rules that can influence an employee's rights include the requirement to ensure security of the retained data, the considerations relating to data transfers to another country, and the principle of "finality." This latter principle requires that the collected data is only used for the intended purposes of the collection. A company cannot change this purpose and use the personal data beyond the investigation. Additionally, employees can request to access their data that was gathered during the investigation.

3. **Whistleblower Protections**

Protecting the whistleblower involves specific components of employment law and criminal law under antitrust law. International agreements, again, provide a broad framework for individual states to adapt.

Another specific area of law that has significant consequences for the legal position of employees is that of whistleblower protection against retaliation. Defining retaliation has been considered impossible because "retaliation—as with wrongdoing—resides in the eye of the beholder."

To indicate the importance of protection, the threat of negative consequences following reported misconduct is the primary reason employees do not disclose alleged misconduct. Consequently, when the threat of retaliation is low, employees are more likely to blow the whistle. Besides being made redundant in an organization, common consequences following the reporting of misconduct include being blacklisted, being treated as mentally unstable or even insane, losing life savings following lawsuits, and even losing a marriage.

a. **United States**

SOX intended to promote strong corporate accountability. Following this Act, employees of publicly traded companies, including their contractors, subcontractors, and agents, are protected when blowing the whistle on conduct that they "reasonably believe"
involves several securities regulations and other fraud against shareholders. Consequently, the protection extends to mistaken allegations. Both current and former employees are protected by SOX against discharge, demotion, suspension, threats, harassment, and other discrimination with respect to employment terms, conditions, and privileges. The protection extends to employees providing information and assisting in investigations and to employees filing, testifying in, participating in or otherwise assisting in a proceeding.

b. European Union

There is no European-wide legislative protection for whistleblowers against retaliation. The necessity of legal protection of whistleblowers against retaliation is, however, stressed by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE). On September 14, 2009, PACE published a report from the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights entitled “The Protection of Whistleblowers,” which urges the Committee of Ministers to take action in drawing up guidelines while taking the Resolution principles into account. It also calls upon Member States to review legislation on compliance parallel to the guiding principles. The report notes that “[m]ost member states of the Council of Europe have no comprehensive laws for the protection of ‘whistle-blowers.’”

In the United Kingdom, employees are protected against any detriment on grounds that they made a “protected disclosure” about their employer or co-worker by the Public Interest Disclosure Act of 1998 (PIDA). Such disclosures may be related to a wide range of acts, including criminal offenses, legal obligations, miscarriages of justice, danger to health and safety, and damage to the environment. In a recent case, the Employment Appeal Tribunal held that when a claimant’s act falls within the scope of protected disclosures and suffered detriment, the burden of proof is on the respondent that the treatment did not relate to the protected disclosure.
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C. Domestic Law Perspectives

International efforts to harmonize corporate governance and antitrust practices across borders remain subject to domestic implementation. A comparative analysis of whistleblowing laws in the United States and Europe demonstrates the interrelation of criminal laws, employment laws, and antitrust laws with the social and cultural norms that influence compliance programs. Corporations in both areas are subject to compliance programs that use whistleblowing mechanisms, but whose application differs under domestic laws.

SOX and the Dodd-Frank Act provide the foundation for whistleblowing policies within corporate compliance programs in the United States. SOX requires public companies to maintain a forum for addressing issues related to "questionable accounting or auditing matters." It also provides reasonable protections against retaliation to individuals that disclose information regarding these questionable practices. The Dodd-Frank Act was developed in the aftermath of the 2006-2007 financial crisis as an effort to overhaul the financial regulatory system. Dodd-Frank incorporates new regulations regarding whistleblowers to improve regulations in the financial sector through internal disclosure mechanisms. It introduces financial incentives and strengthens anti-retaliatory protections to encourage individuals to address potentially illegal corporate activity. The Dodd-Frank Act has significantly changed the landscape for whistleblowing in the United States. While it caused serious concern amongst many companies based on its reward-based incentives for using external whistleblowing mechanisms, it also increased recognition of the necessity for transparency within businesses.

Within Europe, states enforce domestic practices that are compatible with European Union and European Council policies while abiding by social and cultural interpretations of effective corporate governance policies. This adds an additional layer to the structure of whistleblowing programs in Europe, holding states accountable to strong international and regional ideas of effective whistleblowing mechanisms.

It is essential to recognize the challenges corporations face with whistleblowing policies in implementing and investigating compliance programs in both the United States and Europe. Although international agreements provide an adequate framework for whistleblowing, the actual application through domestic laws produces recognizable divergence.

1. General Whistleblowing Policies

In the United States, SOX and the Dodd-Frank Act provide the foundation for corporate compliance programs. SOX significantly expands the importance of internal compli-
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ance structure in securities law. Together with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rules implementing it, SOX requires the disclosure of information relating to internal controls over financial reporting, the company's conduct and ethics codes, and whether the company has an audit committee meeting certain criteria.

E.U. Member States continue to enforce domestic practices that are compatible with E.U. policies while abiding by social and cultural interpretations of effective corporate governance policies.

In determining the effectiveness of whistleblowing provisions for criminal law, antitrust law, and employment law in an international context, it is essential to recognize the challenges corporations face in implementing and investigating compliance programs.

2. Company Implementation

This section addresses the manner in which companies implement whistleblower policies in the United States and in Europe. It focuses on data protection and employee obligations to highlight the differences in the systems and their interaction with existing criminal and employment laws.

Implementation of whistleblowing policies involves two important considerations for corporations—employee's reporting obligations and data protection laws. Divergences between the preferred models in the United States and within European countries, however, remain important considerations for implementation. The differences not only challenge the implementation and investigation of whistleblowing policies, but also impact the different roles of criminal law, employment law, and antitrust law in corporate compliance programs.
a. Employee Obligations

Imposing a duty on employees to disclose antitrust violations straddles criminal law, employment law, and competition law. Voluntary disclosure, however, remains an option under some structures.

Within whistleblowing programs there are different approaches for encouraging employee disclosure. Some programs obligate employees to report or face penalties while other programs prefer policies that encourage voluntary disclosure. A required disclosure can subject an individual to sanctions or even criminal penalties for failing to notify the appropriate contact of suspected or known violations.\(^8\) In addition to obligations imposed on employees through whistleblowing laws, employment laws can also provide the basis for a duty to disclose.

Under SOX, certain employees are obligated to divulge information on anticompetitive behavior.\(^8\) Although obligatory disclosures are subject to criticism, there are certain benefits associated with compelled whistleblowing programs—including risk allocation, social penalty reductions, improved efficacy of voluntary programs, and speedier disclosures.\(^8\) Additionally, employees in non-managerial positions may not be required to disclose suspected illegal behavior, but incentives can encourage disclosure through reward-based systems.\(^8\)

The United Kingdom recognizes similar obligations for employees in certain sectors or positions based on employment laws.\(^8\) The duty to report through "express terms," "implied terms," or "equity" is not typically imposed on 'ordinary' employees; this duty is usually reserved for managerial positions.\(^8\) The British Standards Institute, however, recognizes challenges to obligatory reporting—including negative ramifications on an open and accountable work culture, issues of fairness in the dispensation of sanctions, and potential over-reporting to avoid sanctions.\(^8\) The Council of Europe places greater emphasis on voluntary disclosure, encouraging whistleblowing schemes that indicate that disclosure is non-obligatory and voluntary at the discretion of the whistleblower.\(^8\)

Employee obligations influence data protection and whistleblower protection protocols, particularly with regards to voluntary notifications. An employee is more likely to voluntarily provide information on illegal corporate activity if they feel secure in both the disclosure methods and the post-disclosure protections.\(^8\)

Under SOX, certain employees are obligated to divulge information that suggests fraud within a corporation or collusion within a market. This requirement is occasionally sup-
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implemented with rewards for the whistleblower.\textsuperscript{92} In Europe, however, there is greater emphasis on voluntary disclosures and ensuring that employees are not required to divulge suspected illegal activity.\textsuperscript{93}

Employee obligations are an important component of whistleblower laws because of the influence on data protection and whistleblower protection protocols. In Europe, the laws are inclined to promote voluntary action rather than obligatory reaction because of the stigma against anonymous reporting and data protection laws.

b. Data Protection Issues

The establishment of a whistleblower policy requires mechanisms that facilitate rather than impede effective reporting. International agreements related to whistleblowers provide vague frameworks; effective mechanisms are, therefore, subject to national laws. Divergence in data protection requirements in the United States and Europe pose the most significant challenge to uniformity of whistleblowing policies.

In the United States, SOX section 301(4) dictates the importance of anonymous complaints. SOX requires audit committees to establish procedures for the "confidential, anonymous submission by employees regarding questionable accounting or auditing matters."\textsuperscript{94}

Within Europe, data protection laws tend to oppose the use of anonymous complaint systems. Traditionally, the European Union has placed significant emphasis on the respect for individual rights, which led to E.U. Directive 95/46/EC.\textsuperscript{95} Corporations that operate within specific data protection laws are required to balance whistleblowing programs with applicable data protection laws.\textsuperscript{96} The Working Party published Opinion 1/2006, addressing the application of E.U. data protection rules to internal whistleblowing programs, finding that it was possible to construe foreign statutes and regulations as non-legal obligations under E.U. Directive 95/46/EC.\textsuperscript{97} The "proportionality principle" brings the Directive and Opinion together to protect data while enabling effective whistleblowing mechanisms by limiting the type of data collected and the type of employee with access to the reporting scheme.\textsuperscript{98} In January 2012, however, the European Union unveiled a draft General Data Protection Regulation.\textsuperscript{99}

To facilitate the development of effective whistleblowing mechanisms in conjunction with existing data protection laws, European nations have adopted strategies to protect individuals and comply with international and national ideas on corporate governance.\textsuperscript{100}
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Some of these strategies include limiting the individuals that may file whistleblowing complaints, limiting the issues that can be addressed in whistleblowing complaints, and limiting the mechanisms or regulatory bodies that can receive complaints from whistleblowers. Individual states enacted national laws designed to protect individual data, which were upheld over implementation of certain whistleblowing mechanisms. A 2011 French court decision suspended a whistleblower program implemented by the French affiliate of an American company because the program was not limited in terms of employees that could report and the scope of activity that could be reported. Additionally, the website and the hotline were not consistent in the implementation of personal disclosure—the website encouraged anonymous reporting while the hotline encouraged identified reporting. Germany's modification to its whistleblowing laws received significant attention for attempting to make whistleblowing laws compatible with data protection laws.

Implementation of SOX provisions for corporations established in both the United States and Europe are the cause of significant tensions between U.S. whistleblowing requirements and European data protection requirements. Conflict between these two dominant perspectives indicates the challenges facing international corporations implementing effective whistleblowing mechanisms.

As explained previously, in the United States, SOX section 301(4) dictates the importance of anonymous complaints. Within Europe, however, data protection laws view anonymous hotlines differently. Individual states have also enacted national laws designed to protect an individual's data; these laws were subsequently upheld over implementation of certain whistleblowing mechanisms. The conflict between these dominant perspectives on data protection laws indicates the challenges facing international corporations attempting to implement effective whistleblowing mechanisms.

The positions of the United States and European Union with regard to the interface of employer and employee protection in compliance matters are significantly different. European countries take a strong pro-employee approach by focusing on the rights of the accused, while the United States offers greater employer protection in the compliance
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process. Ideas on the value of anonymity in reporting lead to a different valuation of the rights of the reporting party and the accused.111

3. Company Investigations

This section addresses the next phase in whistleblower policies—after the whistleblower has alerted the company to potentially fraudulent practices there must be an effort to protect the whistleblower from retaliation. At this phase, the United States and Europe provide more consistent practices. A company is required to conduct an investigation following a fraud allegation, which requires provisions protecting whistleblowing individuals involved in the disclosure (under criminal law and employment law).

International agreements indicate the need for companies to conduct an internal investigation following allegations of anticompetitive or fraudulent activity. Companies have frequently engaged in anti-retaliation remedies and reward-based approaches to encourage disclosure.112 Reward-based approaches alone are insufficient; to promote disclosure it is imperative that provisions exist to protect whistleblowers during and after the investigation.

Whistleblower laws include specific provisions to protect whistleblowers from retaliation. In the United States, for example, the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) operates a Whistleblower Protection Program to ensure that employees in certain sectors are protected when reporting alleged violations.113 Resolution 1729 of 2010 by the Council of Europe emphasized specific protections necessary for whistleblowers.114 The resolution stressed the necessity for comprehensive whistleblowing legislation focusing on providing a safe alternative to non-disclosure, monitoring by independent external bodies to ensure compliance with whistleblower protection initiatives, and improving the general corporate cultural attitude toward whistleblowing.115

Regardless of these provisions, there remain problems with protecting whistleblowers.116 Disclosure provisions can still foster disincentives to disclose; employees may be afraid of retaliation, social ostracism, and psychological strain related to their role in whistleblowing.117

Corporate governance programs recognize the importance of protecting whistleblowers, whether they are acting voluntarily or under an obligation and whether they are anonymous or identified. Protecting whistleblowers promotes honesty and transparency by encouraging individuals to recognize and report anticompetitive behavior.118 Protecting
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whistleblowers is one of the crucial elements of an effective corporate governance policy because it promotes honesty and transparency in corporate practices to avoid anticompetitive behavior.

D. IMPLICATIONS OF DIVERGENCE

The different perspectives on anonymous disclosures and the additional obstacles the new E.U. data protection regulation might provide challenges to identifying a duty to disclose and to converging these differing ideas on the scope of disclosure. In this respect, an examination into the US and European models may illustrate the potential implications for divergence.

1. United States

In its corporate governance provisions, SOX imposes duties on several professionals. First, attorneys have a duty to report evidence of securities fraud to the chief legal officer of the company. Second, executives must certify that the financial statements comply with securities law. Third, the audit committee members of the board of directors are required to take an active role in investigating and receiving whistleblowing complaints. Interestingly, employees have a general duty to cooperate with internal investigations, even if this leads to disclosing personally incriminating material. The Fifth Amendment right against self-incrimination does not apply in this situation. Additionally, corporate evidence may not be withheld by employees reasoning that this falls within their right to remain silent.

2. European Union

As previously explained, in the United Kingdom, the obligations of employees follow from the “express terms” in the employment contract, the “implied terms” (including the duty of good faith and fidelity), and “equity,” imposing fiduciary obligations. There is no general duty to report or investigate imposed on “ordinary” employees. But a manager can have such a duty. In the case of Swain v. West Ltd, the general manager was obligated to report his managing director's wrongdoing, following the duty to “provide, extend and
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develop the interest of the company."\textsuperscript{128} A consequence of not abiding by the duty to report colleagues was dismissal on the grounds of misconduct. Even if there is no express duty established in a code of conduct or contract, the employer could base its decision on "some other substantial reason" as a fair reason for dismissal since it suffices for employers to genuinely believe a reason to be fair.\textsuperscript{129}

In another UK case,\textsuperscript{130} a company allegedly collapsed because of the misappropriation of $400 million. The judge determined that whether the executive was under a duty to report the wrongdoing by its colleagues depended on several factors, including the terms of his employment contract, his duties and his seniority in the company, the nature of the wrongdoing, and the potentially adverse effect on the company.\textsuperscript{131}

II. Introspecting on Setting Up Effective Compliance Programs: Aligning the Integrated Components of Corporate Compliance

There is a lack of judicial guidance for corporations and the compliance industry to evaluate the effectiveness of a compliance program. Nonetheless, there are certain accepted standards and elements to understand how an "effective" compliance program can be set up, with the approach of several commentators favoring that a less detailed compliance program model set in law would be better; otherwise companies face the risk of being constrained to adapt to a stricture which they do not essentially need. Tailored compliance programs provide the ideal method for addressing these issues.

A. Setting out the Standards for "Effective" Compliance Programs: What is an "Effective" Compliance Program?

U.S. law reduces or eliminates organizational liability for enterprises that demonstrate the existence of "effective" internal compliance structures.\textsuperscript{132} The Organizational Sentencing Manual lists the minimum steps that an organization must take to qualify for consideration of a reduced sentence, "effective" compliance structures result in a reduction of the organization's fine;\textsuperscript{133} this fine can be reduced by up to 60 percent.\textsuperscript{134}

First, an effective internal compliance structure contains a written ethics code or similar code of conduct that sets the ostensible limits of acceptable behavior within the firm.\textsuperscript{135} Mechanisms of code enforcement—such as internal reporting and information gathering,
policies regarding the investigation of reported violations, procedures and policies for protecting whistleblowers against retaliation, and internal procedures and sanctions for conduct or ethics code violations—exist in many corporate codes.\textsuperscript{136}

"Second, the organization must take steps to ensure that the code of conduct is communicated to employees and other agents... through training programs designed to familiarize personnel with the code and/or through dissemination and publication of the code."\textsuperscript{137} Company newsletters, employee manuals, and organization websites are some of the common mechanisms for dissemination.\textsuperscript{138}

"Third, an effective internal compliance structure will contain monitoring and auditing systems reasonably designed to detect prohibited conduct by employees and other agents."\textsuperscript{139}

Fourth, "a reporting system that enables employees to report violations of the conduct code or of laws and regulations by others within the organization without fear of reprisal" is necessary for an internal compliance structure to be effective.\textsuperscript{140}

Fifth, high-level personnel within the organization must have oversight responsibility for compliance with the code of conduct.\textsuperscript{141}

The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Manual lists other necessary minimum steps including requiring the organization to use due care not to delegate authority to employees with a propensity to engage in illegal activities.\textsuperscript{142} Once a violation has been detected, the organization must take all reasonable steps to respond appropriately to the offense and to prevent similar offenses.\textsuperscript{143} Additionally, the code of conduct must have been consistently enforced.\textsuperscript{144}

\textbf{B. THE INCENTIVES AND THE DISINCENTIVES BEHIND THE NEED TO SET-UP AN "EFFECTIVE COMPLIANCE PROGRAM"}

Companies may have various incentives and disincentives to implement compliance programs into their organizational structure. Some of the incentives and disincentives that companies face include the following:

\textbf{Incentives:}

\begin{itemize}
\item Incentives for corporations to shield themselves against criminal liability.
\item Incentives to deter criminal activity within a corporation.
\item Incentives to potentially save millions of dollars.
\item Incentives to adopt sub-optimal programs.
\end{itemize}
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• Incentives to invest in “low-cost, potentially ineffective internal policing measures that fail to reduce organizational misconduct, yet nonetheless reduce organizational liability” (what one commentator suggests is a cosmetic approach to organizational compliance).
• Incentives for the company to self-report.

Disincentives:
• Expenses to create a compliance program make it difficult for small-sized corporations.
• Weakness of the sentence downgrade, which “forces companies to choose between complying either with the spirit of the law or letter of the law.” The more detailed the design, the less effective a compliance program is to the differing industry-specific needs each company adheres to. This could lead to under-deterrence by the corporation to implement compliance structures, which in turn may enhance liability, a disincentive to self-policing ex post and a difficult to credibly enforce internal compliance measures ex ante.
• Information generated by compliance programs may be used against the corporation—by the government or in civil suits. As such, the more effective the compliance program, the more likely the violations will become public.

Whether or not an organization implements a compliance program depends on how individual organizations see the effectiveness of their own compliance mechanisms and whether they ultimately want to invest in such programs at the risk of not being caught in an organizational misconduct.

C. Characteristics of an “Effective Compliance Program”

The central feature of an effective compliance program is that it must be adapted to fit legal standards and persuade the public of the program’s effectiveness. Some companies may continue their operations without a formal compliance structure, while others adopt four potential orientations for effective compliance programs.

• “Compliance-based” approach
• “Values-based” approach
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As previously mentioned, empirical studies do not demonstrate the effectiveness of compliance programs, so "courts and agencies lack sufficient information regarding the effectiveness of internal compliance structures" designed primarily to avoid liability rather than to deter misconduct. But a compliance program will generally be considered effective if it "promotes an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct and a commitment to compliance with the law." Organizational culture, incentive and reward systems, and management commitment to ethical conduct all shape the organizational environment, which determines whether an internal compliance structure is effective or not.

Two cursory standards for understanding what constitutes an "effective" compliance program are the OECD standard and the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Standard.

1. The OECD Standard

The OECD issued the "Good Practice Guidance on Internal Controls, Ethics and Compliance" in 2010, which provides guidance on combating bribery and setting standards for effective compliance programs.

The document notes that effective compliance programs require the following: (i) senior management personnel installed to support the compliance programs, (ii) a clear and publicly known corporate policy prohibiting bribery, (iii) the fact that all employees understand and abide by internal controls and compliance programs, (iv) effective supervision of the program, (v) adoption of provisions on any kind of payments, (vi) accounting to ensure accurate books and records, (vii) training for all employees and subsidiaries, (viii) measures for observation of conformity with the provisions of the compliance program, (ix) reporting and disciplinary proceedings if compliance fails, (x) an advice mechanism for employees facing potential violations, and (xi) periodic reviews for evaluation purposes.

2. The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines Standard

Regarded as the "gold standard" of compliance programs, the U.S. Sentencing Guidelines do not provide much detail on the standards of an effective compliance program, although they prescribe a multi-part test. Instead, they provide general guidance, not-
ing that an organization shall exercise due diligence to prevent and detect criminal conduct, promote an organizational culture that encourages ethical conduct, and commit to compliance with the law.160 "Such compliance and ethics program shall be reasonably designed, implemented, and enforced so that the program is generally effective in preventing and detecting criminal conduct."161

"The failure to prevent or detect an offense does not necessarily indicate that the program is ineffective at preventing and detecting criminal conduct."162 The guidelines furthermore note that (i) standards and procedures must be established to prevent and detect criminal conducts; (ii) employees in highly-ranked functions should ensure the effectiveness of the program and have responsibility for this purpose; (iii) daily operation should be executed by specifically selected individuals, which should be periodically informed about the standards and procedures; (iv) compliance with the program should be ensured, including monitoring and auditing to detect criminal conduct; (v) to have and publicize an advice and whistleblowing system for employees and agents, which may include mechanisms that allow for anonymity or confidentiality without fear of retaliation; (vi) compliance shall be promoted and enforced through incentives and disciplinary measures; and (vii) reasonable steps shall be taken to respond to criminal conduct.163 The commentary notes that effectiveness may also depend on the relevant industry practice, the standard required by government regulation, the size of the company, and similar misconducts by the company in the past.164 Furthermore, sector-specific standards and U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) Guidance (memorandum for prosecutors and agreements of non-prosecution) provide additional indications of standards.165

3. Standards across Europe for an Effective Compliance Programs

Recently, the French Competition Authority (French Authority) provided rather extensive guidance on indications of an effective compliance program indicating two main objectives of compliance programs: "firstly, [to] prevent the risk of committing infringements and, secondly, [to] provide the means of detecting and handling misconducts that have not been avoided in the first place."166 In addition to training the company's supervising personnel, a culture of compliance must be created and maintained. The value of the compliance program depends on the combination of the preventive and corrective components. The French Authority notes that there is no "one-size-fits-all" program and that programs should be tailored to the characteristics of the company such as size, activity and markets, organization, governance, and culture.167 The French guidelines mirror the requirements of the OECD and U.S. Sentencing Guidelines.
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The British Office of Fair Trading (OFT) has also published guidance on competition law compliance. The OFT emphasizes that no specific compliance measures are obligatory; it suggests a “risk-based, four-step approach” that assists in tailoring the program to the risk faced by the company and is not mandatory.168 “The key point is that businesses should find an effective means of identifying, assessing, mitigating and reviewing their competition law risks in order to create and maintain a culture of compliance with competition law that works for their organizations.”169 The OFT approach is made up of the following ideas: (i) a commitment to compliance by management is considered the core of the program; (ii) aimed at identifying risks for the company; (iii) assessing the risk by indicating whether it is high, medium, or low risk; (iv) facilitating risk mitigation where policies, procedures, and training can be set up; and (v) reviewing the first three steps and the company’s commitment to compliance regularly.170

III. Conclusion

The multitudinous corporate compliance questions that companies face every day, including how to deter organizational misconduct and how to not fall under the radar of courts and agencies, may increasingly lend support to cross-over considerations among employment law, criminal law, and antitrust law matters. There are strong incentives for establishing internal compliance structures implemented at a sub-optimal level when corporations choose to adopt compliance programs to shield themselves from corporate liability. But this is not to say that a discouraging picture of the effectiveness of compliance programs is painted by such an approach.

Ultimately, internal company investigations into corporate misconduct can be effectively carried out by setting up an effective compliance program that neither fits into any prescribed stricture, nor follows a “one-size-fits-all” approach. The underlying rationale behind setting up effective compliance programs rests in fostering a culture of ethics and legal compliance within corporations.

Compliance programs should be encouraged and not prescribed in a manner that compromises their effectiveness. Corporations should be allowed the freedom to tailor their programs more effectively to their industries and business models and not be constricted to any legal or judicial mechanical approaches.171 As one commentator effectively describes, “law should not ask whether the corporation adopted a relatively rigid framework prescribed by the [agency]. It should ask whether the corporation’s actions were, in general, reasonable efforts to ensure compliance with the law.”172
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